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hen a plate is up and ready to go to the guest at Ampersand Wine Bar, Chicago, 
you might find chef/owner Darren McGraw poised over it with his cell phone, clicking 
a few photos. He does it all the time. It’s his way of capturing the moment and the 

creativity, as well as add to his journal documenting how his cooking has evolved. He photo-
documented the journey of his restaurant, as well, including restaurant drawings, breaking ground, 
building, opening parties, employees, guests and food.
 He regularly posts photos to Instagram and Facebook, letting followers know what he’s 
working on. Before the advent of the iPhone, he used to keep a camera nearby. “It was clunky, 
and I lost so many. They sat in a drawer and got greasy,” he says. 
 On the other end of the photography spectrum, Los Angeles-based Patina Restaurant Group 
frequently hires professional photographers to capture more than beautiful food. “A good photo 
speaks to the talent of the chef and the atmosphere of the restaurant,” says Giovanni Prada, 
senior director of marketing and communications. “You need to hire a photographer who really 
captures the essence of the experience of both the chef and the restaurant guests.” This means 
that guests, chefs or servers often appear with the food in photos.
 Besides the fact that well-executed photos help create elevated expectations of would-be 
guests, they also come in handy for media use and help with search engine optimization when 
regularly posted to the website and social media, Prada says. Additionally, the photos must look 
good on the mobile phones used by many hungry consumers when deciding where to eat.

right angles
 No matter whether you take the photos yourself or hire a photographer, pay attention to the 
elements of good photography, beginning with the angle of the shot, a choice dictated by what 
you want the photo to accomplish.
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good BusiNess via the viewfindergood BusiNess via the viewfinder

Capture food on camera effectively to 
tell a story for documentation, publicity, 
training, the web and social media. By Jody shee

VIa thE 

viewfinder

W
aBove: Chefs and guests alike resort 
to their cell phones to capture the 
beauty of a dish. 
oPPosiTe, CloCkwise from ToP 
left: 1) when preparing food for 
photo purposes only, susan Bourgoin, 
president of visual Cuisines, usually 
doesn’t cook the meat interior to the 
proper temperature unless it is to be 
sliced open, as it is here. 2) at Punch 
Bowl social, it’s important to get the 
restaurant design elements in the frame, 
as happens here with a clear view of 
the table. 3) a shot from above is the 
best way to see the varied elements of 
this lamb dish at North Pond. Besides 
lamb, the dish features cranberry, 
merguez sausage, squash-foie mousse, 
“dreamsicle” pudding, broccoli, croutes 
and sage. 4) This overhead shot of 
oysters looks artistic with the dash of 
yellow and red and a black background.
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good BusiNess via the viewfinder

 An overhead view looking straight down is the current angle trend, for better or worse, says 
Susan Bourgoin, president of food-photography studio Visual Cuisines, Orlando, Florida. Her 
company has a studio manager, a full kitchen that can accommodate four food stylists at a time 
and digital retouching expertise.
 “From above, everything is more of a design element. Shapes are important and how spread out 
the color is. It’s like painting a picture rather than taking a photo of food,” Bourgoin says, adding 
that it’s not the most delicious-looking view of food, but it is the most informative, showing the full 
plate and all that’s on it exactly as arranged. 
 She suggests shooting from every direction, but choose the most dynamic angle. “A tall stacked 
burger won’t shoot well from above. You will only see the bun. Get down to eye level with the burger so 
you see every layer and the sauces and ingredients well,” she says. “That’s the classic ‘Big Mac’ angle.”
 Prada with Patina Restaurant Group has a purpose in top-down photos. A high overhead view shows 
people interacting and sharing dishes. “It captures what guests want to feel when they come in,” he says.
 Shooting at a 30- to 45-degree angle better shows what the dish looks like, including texture. 
It makes the food look tastier, so that you want to eat it, says Cleveland-based editorial food 
photographer Karin McKenna.

hold the flash
 A camera flash is one of the biggest enemies of good photography, according to experts. 
Natural light is better.
 “Flash causes horrible things to happen. It’s uneven lighting and makes the food look flat. 
Always shoot at the window or out the back door on a table,” McKenna says. Additionally, indoor 
florescent lighting throws its own color on the subject. “We don’t see that color with our eyes, but 
our cameras and phones do,” she adds. 
 At North Pond, Chicago, chef/partner Bruce Sherman frequently uses the camera on his 
iPhone 6s to document his dishes, and for publicity and social-media use. He knows the evils of 
flash photography and takes his food photos on a table near a window. He’s noticed that bright 
diffused light achieved in late morning or late afternoon yields richer colors. “It’s more difficult 
to take a good photo on an amateur level at dusk or in the evening,” he says.  
 Visual Cuisine’s Bourgoin suggests lighting the food from the back or sides with natural light 
and using a reflector to illuminate the front when taking a food photo next to a window. Front lighting 
tends to flatten the food. “You lose juiciness, depth and yumminess if you front-light it,” she says. 
 For another option, she suggests purchasing a light box or tent in which to place the plate. 
They can be purchased fairly inexpensively on Amazon, and come with a set of flashes, she says. 
“If you’re trying to record what you’re doing for your portfolio or for training manuals, it’s a 
good option.” The XPRO 36 x 36-inch Studio Photography Light Tent is one example. Bourgoin 
also suggests checking out Cowboy Studio online for other lighting products, including items to 
diffuse light, which, she emphasizes, is important.

ABOve, left: photographer Karin 
mckenna likes to take shots with a shallow 
depth of field, which makes the background 
blurry, as in this scallop crudo dish. 
aBove, righT: Contrasting colors add 
visual interest to a photo.
oPPosiTe, CloCkwise from ToP 
left: 1) this is the best angle to 
showcase a burger so the viewer sees all 
the ingredients, says susan Bourgoin, 
president of food-photography studio 
visual Cuisines. 2) in Patina restaurant 
group photos, guests often appear with 
the food to show the interaction. 3) the 
close-up shot with a black background 
shows the detail in this potato dish at 
ampersand wine Bar. 4) a side view of 
Punch Bowl social’s signature cauliflower 
nachos is the most appetizing angle.

videos are NexT
Shooting video may become the 
new photo trend. For use on social 
media, Cleveland-based editorial 
food photographer Karin McKenna is 
starting to see restaurant interest in 
short videos that help consumers catch 
a glimpse into the kitchen or observe 
the chef teaming up with a farmer to 
grow the restaurant’s produce.

“We know a lot of guests with social 
media go online to have more of a 
360 experience with the restaurant,” 
says Giovanni Prada, senior director of 
marketing and communications with Los 
Angeles-based Patina Restaurant Group. 
“In the past couple of years, we’ve 
been exploring more videos to go on our 
YouTube channel,” he says. 

The company not only operates 62 
restaurants, its catering arm was selected 
as the official caterer of the 58th annual 
Grammy celebration earlier this year, 
and for the past 20 years has been 
the official caterer for the prestigious 
Creative Arts Ball and the Emmy® Awards 
Governors Ball. Via video, the company 
aims to share the experience of what 
happens in kitchens behind these high-
end events, Prada says. 
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plate styling
 The days of mashed potatoes as a no-melt photo stand-in for ice 
cream might be over. The pervading food-styling philosophy is all 
things real. “Trophy food” was the style of the past, but no more, 
McKenna says. Now, it’s nothing weird or congealed. However, as 
she takes photos, she keeps a spray bottle handy or a little pork 
glaze to moisten and capture the light as liquids start to evaporate. 
 The most photogenic food has color and texture, which is what 
she aims for, so she keeps tweezers nearby to move a colorful 
radish here or a tomato there. “You want to move the pretty 
things in the dish into the picture and into focus,” she says. 
 As food is prepared specifically for a photoshoot at Visual 
Cuisines, Bourgoin is careful to present it the way the chef would, 
according to the recipe. But for photo purposes, she may not cook 
the meat interior to the proper temperature—unless it’s a steak 
that will be sliced open. Otherwise, with turkey, for example, “If 
you cook it all the way, the moment it’s out of the oven, it deflates, 
the juice redistributes, the meat tightens and the skin becomes a 
separate entity,” she says. So, for the photo, she undercooks it.
 If you’re cooking for the camera, she suggests holding the 
cooked dish at room temperature. Also, keep pins handy to hold 
sliding ingredients, such as lettuce on a burger, in place.

telling background
 The most appropriate background depends on the purpose of 
the photo. “We are a visual-oriented company and brand, and that 
extends to the selections we make for our plate ware and cutlery 
to the overall aesthetics and design of our facility,” says Robert 
Thompson, founder/CEO of Denver-based Punch Bowl Social. 
“Therefore, we place the same emphasis on our food photos as on 
our restaurant design.” He takes it seriously enough that he has a 
professional photographer on staff to take food and event photos. 
 While he extends much creative license to the photographer, 
his main directive is to allow the food to be at the center of the 
portrait, but part of a larger tapestry. “Put people in the photo, 
but not a server. And it’s important what they are wearing—that 
their clothing tells a story,” he says, in particular, clothing that is 
fashionable to millennials, the target audience.

 He also likes for the background to show Punch Bowl Social 
finishes—as in table and bar tops and wall coverings. Those 
aesthetics are part of the brand image, and when customers like 
it, they take their own photos and post them to social media. In 
fact, according to a 2014 article on westword.com, Punch Bowl 
Social is the most Instagramed restaurant in Denver.
 For straight food photos, McKenna likes to take shots with a 
shallow depth of field, which yields a blurry background. “You 
see details like the swirl in the sauce and the shine of the oil on 
the avocado,” she says. It can also be striking to place food on a 
white plate or white paper with a solid-color wall behind it.
 With the current trend of shooting photos from overhead, the 
background becomes three-fourths of the view, says Bourgoin. 
Rustic is in, and repurposed items are popular, such as using old 
metal lids as plates or making a wood pallet into a table.

professional help
 Some operators hesitate to hire a professional photographer 
because they think they will have to pay a full-day rate, but 
that’s not always the case, McKenna says. Some photographers 
work on a few-hours basis.
 If you don’t know a photographer, look at the food section 
of a local magazine or newspaper for a picture you like, and 
note who took the photo. “It’s usually a freelancer,” she says. 
Or look on Instagram at food photos of other restaurant owners, 
then call and ask who they use as a photographer.
 In the event you would choose to use stock photography, which 
might be appropriate if you just need photos of a basic burger or 
pizza, for example, Bourgoin recently started an online stock 
photography business, pickfoodstock.com, with prices starting 
at $10. In May, she exhibited her business at the National Restau-
rant Association Restaurant, Hotel-Motel Show in Chicago.
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